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In the past few years, electrical energy harvesting from the ambient environment has attracted much
of the research interests due to the increasing need for energy resources that suit the rapid develop-
ment of power electronic devices. Recently, a novel mechanical energy harvesting and transduction
technology has been introduced called the triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs), with many advan-
tages over the other harvesters. In this work, a new diagonal motion mode for TENGs is studied
intensively in the attached electrode regime and simulated using COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS. The
diagonal motion mode offers a new way of motion represented in the angle theta (�)—between the
left endpoint of the bottom dielectric and the left endpoint of the top dielectric—that ranges from 0
to 90 degrees, and allows for further energy optimization. A complete analytical model of the pro-
posed TENG structure has been derived step by step, and its results were compared to COMSOL
simulation results to validate its accuracy. The maximum error between the results is equal to 5.3%,
4.3% and 0.88% for the open circuit voltage (VOC), short circuit charge (QSC) and Capacitance (C)
respectively. Based on the developed model, a performance optimization study has been performed
on the dielectric material used in the device. The study revealed that, the tribo-pair of Nylon and
Kapton corresponds to the best performance of the harvester amongst the other pairs used in the
literature with a maximum energy of 0.40118 nJ. In addition to this, the accuracy of the analytical
model was a motivation for constructing a Verilog-A model, by which the device was studied under
different loading conditions such as simple resistive and capacitive loads. Finally, a MATLAB based
CAD tool has been developed to allow rapid prototyping and testing of different device parameters
on the device performance.

Keywords: Diagonal TENGs, Triboelctric, Nanogenerators, COMSOL, Energy Harvesting,
Device Modeling, Verilog-A, Performance, CAD Tool.

1. INTRODUCTION
During the last decades, the electronics industry has been
revolutionized and greatly developed leading to the drastic
increase of the number of portable electronic devices. This
rapid growth in the energy demand has triggered a great
problem as the widely used batteries have limited lifetimes
and pose great environmental hazards. As the portable
and wearable electronics consume low power, the notion
of scavenging and using energy directly from the local
environment has been regarded as a promising alternative
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to compensate for the lack of traditional fuel sources and
to enable the design of self-sufficient systems.1�2

Mechanical energy has gained the attention as the most
suitable form of energy to be harvested due to its abun-
dance and minimal contamination to the environment.
Various technologies have been developed to harvest the
mechanical energy such as piezoelectric, electromagnetic
and electret harvesters, each with its advantages and its
drawbacks.3�4 The piezoelectric harvesters, for example,
are based upon the property of piezoelectricity that some
materials possess, which is the ability of the material to
generate an electric voltage across it when subjected to
a mechanical stress. The most common configuration for
piezoelectric energy harvesting is based upon cantilevers
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that are subjected to cyclic forces and thus generate cyclic
voltages.5 Additionally, a proof mass can be added at the
tip of the cantilever to improve the performance of the har-
vester through increasing the stress magnitude. The main
disadvantage of the cantilever-based design is its limited
frequency range for operation because of its dependence
on the natural resonance of the structure. Other than the
cantilever designs, circular diaphragms, cylindrical shells
and many other configurations were developed as piezo-
electric energy harvesters that operate in a similar manner
to cantilevers and use a proof mass to provide a pre-stress.6

Piezoelectric energy harvesters have the drawbacks of gen-
erating low output power and using a limited number of
materials that are relatively expensive and sensitive to the
temperature and require complex fabrication techniques.7�8

Electromagnetic harvesters utilize Faraday’s law that states
that the emf (electromotive force) is directly proportional
to the flux enclosed in a closed loop; however, the fab-
rication of coils and magnets becomes very challenging
as the dimensions of the devices decrease.7 On the other
hand, one of the least used energy harvesters due to their
low output power is the electrostatic one that uses vari-
able parallel plate capacitors, as mechanical motion leads
to variation in the relative distance between the two plates
and thus the capacitance value.7 One of its most common
types depends on electrets (dielectric materials that are per-
manently polarized) to create potential difference between
the two plates.9

However, in 2012 a new technology termed the tribo-
electric nanogenerator (TENG) has been developed that
overcomes most of the drawbacks of the other types of
harvesters and offers many advantages such as its light
weight, low cost, high output power, high efficiency and
easy fabrication.10 In addition, it can harvest various forms
of mechanical energy such as: human motion, water flow,
wind and tire rotation.11 TENGs combine two of the most
common physical phenomena which are the triboelectri-
cation and electrostatic induction.12 Triboelectrication is
the phenomenon of generation of electric charges when
two different materials come in contact with each other,13

while electrostatic induction is the redistribution of charges
inside the materials in response to the nearby charges.
The triboelectric effect generates static charges on the

Fig. 1. (a) Attached electrode mode, (b) single electrode mode and (c) freestanding electrode mode.

inner sides of the tribo-pair, then the static charges induce
mobile ones on the opposite sides of the electrodes that
flow when a potential difference arises between the metals
as a result of separating the tribo-pair, thus converting the
mechanical energy to electrical one.14 Triboelectric nano-
generators have three types which are attached electrode,
single electrode and freestanding layer with each type hav-
ing certain structure and triggering order.15 The attached
electrode type is characterized by its electrodes being on
the outer side of the structure while the rest of the lay-
ers are sandwiched between them with the conductor and
the dielectric of each half being attached to each other as
shown in Figure 1(a). While the single electrode type has
one of its dielectrics as the outer surface and the layers
are detached as shown in Figure 1(b) and the freestanding
layer type is similar to the attached electrode regarding the
placement of the electrodes but with each layer separated
as shown in Figure 1(c). For every type, there are two basic
modes: Contact mode and sliding mode. The mode repre-
sents the motion scenario of TENG, in which it moves in
a vertical direction for the contact mode and in horizon-
tal lateral direction for the sliding mode. A new mode of
operation called the diagonal mode which is considered a
hybrid mode between both contact and sliding modes has
been proposed before.16 The diagonal mode offers a new
degree of freedom and can be used in various applications;
however, no analytical model has been developed for it,
only the curve-fitting equations have been used.
In this study, the proposed attached electrode diagonal

mode is presented in Section 2, and its detailed analyt-
ical model is proposed and derived step by step in 2.1.
The COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS model is shown in 2.2.
Moreover, the effect of dielectric materials on its perfor-
mance has been elucidated and tested on unidirectional
charging for a capacitor, which serves as an important step
in diagonal TENGs fabrication, is presented in 2.3.1 and
2.3.2. Furthermore, a Verilog-A model is introduced in 2.4,
which is developed to study the device performance with
various loads such as resistors and capacitors. In Section 3,
a CAD tool is proposed, which is designed with different
features to substitute for the long time FEM simulations
of the diagonal TENG. Results are discussed in Section 4,
then finally the conclusion and the future work are pre-
sented in Section 5.
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2. PROPOSED DIAGONAL MODEL
The diagonal mode of the attached electrode TENG has
been proposed before.16�17 The basic structure is similar
to the attached electrode fundamental modes (contact and
sliding modes), so it can be conductor-dielectric structure
or dielectric–dielectric structure depending on the materi-
als of the triboelectric pair. However, the diagonal mode
differs mainly in its movement scenario. It offers a new
degree of freedom as it moves with an angle theta rang-
ing from 0 to 90 degrees, instead of moving only in the
horizontal or the vertical direction. The diagonal mode
structure is shown in Figure 2, in which theta is measured
from the left endpoint of the bottom dielectric to the left
endpoint of the top dielectric.

Throughout the following discussion, the dielectric–
dielectric structure shall be addressed and explained
thoroughly as the same concepts are applied to the
conductor-dielectric structure with minor differences. It
consists of four layers: two dielectrics and two metals.
The two dielectrics are the tribo-pair between which the
charge transfer takes place. As a result of contact elec-
trification, static charges of equal density and opposite
polarity (+� and −�) arise across the surfaces of the
two dielectrics. Thereafter, as the tribo-pair gets separated
by a mechanical force, a potential difference (Voc) arises
between the two metals such that when they are electri-
cally connected to each other, charges of magnitude Q are
transferred between them to balance this potential differ-
ence. Meanwhile if the separation distance is decreased,
this potential difference shall decrease. So, the voltage
between the two electrodes is controlled by two parts: the
first is from the static polarized charges on the dielectrics,
setting a potential difference of Voc��� across the elec-
trodes. The other one is from the inherent capacitance of
the structure with Q charges transferred thus contributing
a voltage equals to −Q/C���. By using the superposition

Fig. 2. Proposed diagonal mode configuration in 3D.

principle, the voltage difference across the two electrodes
is given by:

V = −Q

C���
+VOC��� (1)

Accordingly, both Voc��� and C��� should be acquired
to fully describe the model and achieve a closed form
�V −Q−�� relation. Moreover, it has been shown before
in Ref. [16] that air insulation drastically improves the
performance of the diagonal mode compared to the other
fundamental modes of motion, so the structure has been
air insulated in this study.

2.1. Analytical Model
The attached electrode diagonal mode with air insulation
is equivalent to four capacitors connected in parallel as
shown in Figure 3: one between the upper and bottom
electrodes (C1), one between the upper electrode and the
right wall (C2), one between the upper electrode and the
left wall (C3) and one between the upper electrode and
the upper wall (C4). Therefore, the total charge on the
four capacitors is the summation of the charges on each
capacitor.

QSC =QSC1
+QSC2

+QSC3
+QSC4

(2)

And according to the TENG governing equation shown
in Eq. (1):

QSC = VOC×C (3)

So,

QSC = VOC1
C1+VOC2

C2+VOC3
C3+VOC4

C4 (4)

Voc of each capacitor can be derived by thor-
oughly understanding the charge distribution. At the non-
overlapped region of the structure, the dielectric induces
an equal and opposite charge on the conductor. And the
charge at the overlapped region is determined by the fact
that under OC condition, the total charges on each con-
ductor should be zero.

Fig. 3. The 2D model of the air-insulated dielectric–dielectric diagonal
TENG.
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Assume charge densities of A and B on the overlapping
regions of the top and bottom electrodes respectively as in
Refs. [18, 19], then to satisfy OC condition:

∑
Qtop =−�x cos���l+A�w−x cos����l = 0 (5)

∑
Qbottom = �x cos���l+B�w−x cos����l = 0 (6)

In which, w and l are the device width and length
respectively, � is the surface charge density and x is the
diagonal distance. Therefore, A and B equal:

A= �x cos���
�w−x cos����

� B = −�x cos���
�w−x cos����

(7)

For the first capacitor between the first and second con-
ductor, the electric field is in the z-direction and is found
by applying Gauss’s law in each of the five regions of
the top conductor, first dielectric, the air gap, the second
dielectric and the bottom conductor:16�19�20

∮
E ·dA= Qenclosed

�0
(8)

Where, E is the electric field, dA is the infinitesi-
mal element of the surface area, Qenclosed is the charge
enclosed within the chosen surface and �0 is the Vacuum
permittivity.
First, E1 which is the electric field inside the top con-

ductor is derived as follows,

−E1�w−x cos����l = A�w−x cos����l
�0

(9)

Hence E1 equals to:

E1 =
−A

�0
= −�x cos���

�0�w−x cos����
(10)

Then, E2 which is the electric field inside the first
dielectric is derived as follows,

−E2�w−x cos����l = A�w−x cos����l
�0�r1

(11)

In which �r1 is the permitivity of the first dielectric.
Hence E2 equals to:

E2 =
−A

�0�r1
= �x cos���

�0�r1�w−x cos����
(12)

Then, E3 which is the electric field inside the air gap is
derived as follows,

−E3�w−xcos����l= A�w−xcos����l
�0

+ ��w−xcos����l
�0

(13)
Hence E3 equals to:

E3 =− A

�0
− �

�0
=− �x cos���

�0�w−x cos����
− �

�0
(14)

Then, E4 which is the electric field inside the second
dielectric is derived as follows,

E4�w−x cos����l = B�w−x cos����l

�0�r2
(15)

In which �r2 is the permitivity of the second dielectric.
Hence E4 equals to:

E4 =
B

�0�r2
= −�x cos���

�0�r2�w−x cos����
(16)

Then, E5 which is the electric field inside the bottom
electrode is derived as follows,

E5�w−x cos����l = B�w−x cos����l
�0

(17)

Hence E5 equals to:

E5 =
B

�0
= −�x cos���

�0�w−x cos����
(18)

Regarding VOC, it is determined using the line integral
formula found in Ref. [21] as follows:

VOC =−
∫ dm1+d1+x sin���+d2+dm2

0
E ·dz (19)

VOC1
= −

∫ dm1

0
E1 ·dz−

∫ dm1+d1

dm1

E2 ·dz

−
∫ dm1+d1+x sin���

dm1+d1

E3 ·dz

−
∫ dm1+d1+x sin���+d2

dm1+d1+x sin���
E4 ·dz

−
∫ dm1+d1+x sin���+d2+dm2

dm1+d1+x sin���+d2

E5 ·dz (20)

Where dm1 and dm2 are the thicknesses of the first and
second metal electrodes respectively. And d1 and d2 are
the thicknesses of the first and second dielectrics respec-
tively. By substituting with the derived formulas for the
electric field with A and B values as found in Eq. (7), Voc1
yields to:

VOC1
= �x cos���

�0�w−x cos����
�x sin���+d0+dm1+dm2�

+ ��x sin����
�0

(21)

With d0 defined as the dielectric equivalent thickness
given by d0 = d1/�r1+d2/�r2.
Since, the overlapping part of the structure is the most

dominant part for the capacitance. Hence, the capacitance
is given by:

C1 =
�0�w−x cos����l

�x sin���+d0+dm1+dm2�
(22)
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For the second capacitor between the top electrode and
the right wall, the electric field is in the horizontal direc-
tion (x′-direction) and is found by applying Gauss’s law:

E6dm1l =
−�dm1l

�0
→ E6 =

−�

�0
(23)

VOC2
=−

∫ k3+x cos���+w

k3+x cos���+w+k4

E6dx
′ = −�

�0
k4 (24)

With k3 and k4 defined as the air insulation distances
between the bottom electrode and the left wall, and
between the upper electrode and the right wall respectively.
And the capacitance using the parallel plate capacitor for-
mula is:

C2 =
�0dm1l

k4
(25)

For the third capacitor between the top electrode and
the left wall, the electric field (in the x-direction) is found
by applying Gauss’s law:

−E7dm1l =
Adm1l

�0
→ E7 =

−A

�0
(26)

VOC3
= −

∫ k3+x cos���

0
E7dx

′

= �x cos���
�0�w−x cos����

�k3+x cos���� (27)

And the capacitance is given by:

C3 =
�0dm1l

�k3+x cos����
(28)

For the fourth capacitor between the top electrode and
upper wall, by applying Gauss’s law under OC condition
it is found that:

E8wl=
Qenclosed

�0
= 0→ E8 = 0 (29)

Hence, VOC4
= 0 and the capacitance is found to be:

C4 =
�0wl

k1
(30)

here, k1 is the air insulation distance between the upper
electrode and the upper wall. Therefore, by using Eqs. (4),
(21), (22), (24), (25), (27–30), QSC is found to be:

QSC = �lx cos���+ ��lx sin�����w−x cos����
�x sin���+d0+dm1+dm2�

−�dm1l+
�dm1lx cos���
�w−x cos����

(31)

And the total capacitance of the structure is the equiva-
lent of the four parallel capacitors as mentioned earlier:

Ctotal = C1+C2+C3+C4 (32)

Ctotal =
�0�w−x cos����l

�x sin���+d0+dm1+dm2�
+ �0dm1l

k4

+ �0dm1l

�k3+x cos����
+ �0wl

k1
(33)

And finally VOC can be found as: VOC = QSC/Ctotal. By
substituting with QSC shown in Eq. (31) and Ctotal shown
in Eq. (33), the closed form �V −Q−�� relation can be
determined as follows:

V = 1
/(

�0�w−x cos����l
�x sin���+d0+dm1+dm2�

+ �0dm1l

k4

+ �0dm1l

�k3+x cos����
+ �0wl

k1

)

×
(
−Q+�lx cos���

+ �l�x sin�����w−x cos����
�x sin���+d0+dm1+dm2�

−�dm1l

+ �dm1lx cos���
�w−x cos����

)
(34)

2.2. COMSOL Model
The finite element method (FEM) software, COMSOL
Multiphysics 5.3, was used throughout this study to cal-
culate the open circuit voltage and short circuit trans-
ferred charge. Since there is no physics available for
the triboelectrification in COMSOL, electrostatics physics
and stationary study are used instead, in which static
charges of +� and −� were added on the surfaces of
the two dielectrics. The two dielectrics used are Nylon
and PTFE (Polytetrafluoroethylene), respectively. Table I
shows the parameters used in this simulation, however
they can be changed according to the application of the
TENG.
Both the short-circuit (SC) condition and the open-

circuit (OC) condition of the structure were studied inten-
sively. The OC boundary condition requires a zero-total
surface charge density on each metal electrode which is
satisfied in the model by setting the terminal type as charge
and its value Q0 = 0. Regarding the SC boundary condi-
tion, a zero-electric potential difference between the two

Table I. Parameter set used throughout COMSOL simulation.

Parameter Value

Device width and length w� l 1 mm
Diagonal distance x 100 	m
Thickness of the dielectrics d1, d2 25 	m
Thickness of the metal electrodes dm 1 	m
Relative dielectric constants �r1, �r2 4, 2
Air insulation distances k1� 2� 3� 4 1 	m
Surface charge density � 100 	C/cm2

Average angular velocity 
 1 ms−1

Maximum diagonal angle �max 90�
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metal electrodes is required. This was implemented in the
model by choosing the terminal type as voltage and its
value V0 = 0. Also, air insulation is applied to surround
the structure in this simulation, which is attainable in the
real life too.

2.3. Diagonal TENG Performance and Optimization
For any TENG structure, the output optimization can be
achieved by specifically choosing the used materials. This
section aims at providing insights about choosing the suit-
able materials which is a rigorous task and is extremely
dependent on the application at which the harvester shall
be used. It is divided into the following two parts.

2.3.1. The Dielectrics’ Effect on the Stored
Energy of the Diagonal TENG

The first part is concerned with determining the best com-
bination of the available materials to be used as dielectrics
for the diagonal mode attached electrode TENG to achieve
the best performance. Table II shows the materials that
have been studied with their dielectric constants.
The combinations of studied materials were chosen

based upon two criteria; the first is the availability of mate-
rials and their cheap and easy fabrication in the solid form.
The second is that the materials of each pair are far from
each other in the triboelectric series; so that when the sys-
tem is employed in a real life, a great amount of charges is
transferred between them. The Triboelectric series is a list
of materials ordered according to their tendency to gain or
lose charges [19].
Furthermore, in order not to be limited with the avail-

able dielectric materials only with their discrete values of
the dielectric constant (�r ), the first part also aims to deter-
mine the values of the two dielectric constants that corre-
spond to the system storing the highest amount of energy
and thus giving the best performance. The high probability
of discovering new materials in the future was a moti-
vation for conducting this study, in which the dielectric
constants of the two dielectrics are swept between 1 and 5
and the average stored energy of the configuration from all
the angles is calculated to determine the best combination
to be used.

Table II. The studied dielectric materials with their constants.

Material Dielectric constant

PTFE 2
FEP (Fluorinated ethylene propylene) 2�1
Polypropylene 2�2
Polystyrene 2�6
PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane) 2�75
PMMA (Polymethyl methacrylate) 3
Kapton 3�4
Nylon 4

2.3.2. Diagonal TENG Performance on Unidirectional
Charging for a Capacitor

Harvesters converting mechanical energy to other forms
can not be used directly because any minor change in
the surrounding environment of the harvester leads to
the instability of its output. Therefore, they are usually
connected to energy storage elements such as capacitors.
Accordingly, the second part aims at giving an insight into
how capacitors stabilize the output and find the most suit-
able combination of materials to be used as dielectrics
for the diagonal mode TENG that is compatible with the
energy storage unit. The developed analytical model of
the TENG is used to evaluate its performance when con-
nected to a capacitor as an energy storage unit as shown
in Figure 4.
According to Ref. [22], for solving the shown equiva-

lent circuit in case of a capacitive load (Cload), the initial
conditions of the system are: at t = 0, the top dielectric
is at � = 0 position and just starts to move, so charges
on TENG electrodes Q�t = 0� = 0. Besides, there are no
charges on the capacitive load initially QC�t = 0�= 0. By
using Kirchhoff’s laws and nodal analysis technique in the
circuit, the following equations are reached:

V = −Q

CTENG

+VOC = QC

CLoad

(35)

∴ QC = CLoadV (36)

∵ QC −Q=QC�t = 0�−Q�t = 0�= 0 (37)

∴ Q =QC = CLoadV (38)

By substitution in Eq. (35) at the maximum separation
distance at (� = �max = 90) hence x sin��� is of maximum
value to get the final voltage and charge on the capacitor.

∴ V��=�max�
= −CLoadV��=�max�

CTENG

+VOC�max (39)

∴ V��=�max�
= CTENGVOC�max

CTENG+CLoad

= QSC�max

CTENG+CLoad

(40)

Therefore, the total energy stored in the capacitor (EC )
can be found as follows:

EC = 1

2
CLoad�V��=�max�

2 = CLoadQ
2
SC�max

2�CTENG+CLoad�
2 (41)

With substitution by Eqs. (31), (33):

∴ EC =
(
CLoad

[
�lx cos���+ �lx sin����w−x cos����

�x sin���+d0+dm1+dm2�

−�dm1l+
�dm1lx cos���
�w−x cos����

]2)
/(

2
[

�0�w−x cos����l
�x sin���+d0+dm1+dm2�

+ �0dm1l

k4

+ �0dm1l

�k3+x cos����
+ �0wl

k1
+CLoad

]2)
(42)
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Fig. 4. (a) Diagonal mode attached electrode TENG structure connected to an external load, (b) equivalent circuit model for the whole system.

At the maximum separation distance (� = �max = 90�),
the stored energy EC is reduced to this form:

EC =
(
CLoad

[
�lxw

�x+d0+dm1+dm2�
−�dm1l

]2)
/(

2
[

�0wl

�x+d0+dm1+dm2�
+ �0dm1l

k4
+ �0dm1l

k3

+ �0wl

k1
+CLoad

]2)
(43)

Equation (43) is used with the same tribo-pairs of the
first part to determine the best combination to be used.

2.4. Verilog-A Model
The �V −Q−�� model in (34) along with the relation-
ships in (31, 32) enables TENG modeling by a lumped
parameter equivalent circuit model as an ideal arbitrar-
ily time-varying voltage source, VOC�t�, serially connected
to a capacitor C���t��.20 Figure 4 illustrates this concept.
Regarding the diagonal mode, the upper part, consisting of

Fig. 5. Flow chart of the CAD tool.

the upper electrode attached to the upper dielectric, moves
in a rotational motion that can be expressed by the equa-
tion, � = 
t, in which 
 is the angular velocity and t is
the time. Considering the simple case of a pure resistive
network connected to the TENG system via its two elec-
trodes, the �V −Q−�� relationship can be expressed as
follows:

V = R
d

dt
Q���t��=− 1

C���t��
×Q���t��+VOC���t��

(44)
Where R is the equivalent resistance as seen at the

TENG terminals. The current and voltage waveforms can
be obtained at the TENG-load interface by solving I�t�=
d�Q�/dt and V �t� = R�d�Q�/dt�, respectively. The solu-
tion of the integrals in (44) is quite complicated and the
particular analytical form of ��t� is required. In addition,
if more complex loads such as active elements are con-
nected, determining the �V −Q− �� relationship requires
substituting the previous equation by more complicated
ones (e.g., integral or integro-differential equations) whose
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solving analytically is an arduous task and time-consuming
if operated by any of the FEM simulation tools. Therefore,
a Verilog-A model for the diagonal mode attached elec-
trode TENG is presented as in Ref. [23] to make it easier
to incorporate the TENG structure with various complex
loads for different applications using different circuit sim-
ulation tools (e.g., Cadence Virtuoso). Two cases of pure
resistive and pure capacitive loads are incorporated in this
work and their results are shown in Figures 10 and 11
respectively.

3. MATLAB CAD TOOL
FEM simulation using COMSOL of the diagonal mode
attached electrode TENG is time-consuming especially as
the dimensions of the harvester increase. To provide a
quicker alternative, a new CAD tool is developed based
on the verified full analytical model proposed in this paper
(that shows an average error of 5%, 4.3% and 0.88% for
the open circuit voltage, short circuit charge and capaci-
tance, respectively). This tool provides a GUI to facilitate
the future design of the TENG harvesters for users with
less complexity and high speed as compared with COM-
SOL. It is developed using MATLAB and its operation is
shown in the flow chart in Figure 5.
Figure 6 shows a snapshot of the tool operation. Its basic

function is to calculate VOC, QSC and C of a harvester with
any set of dimensions and parameters as they are arbi-
trarily selected by the user. It also offers many additional
features such as the reset button that sets the parameters
and dimensions to their default values and the plot but-
ton that allows for plotting VOC, QSC or C versus theta to
understand the effect of the angle on the harvester’s per-
formance. It also generates a set of error messages that
makes it easier and more convenient to use the tool cor-
rectly such as a range error if the step is inconsistent with
the start and end points.

Fig. 6. Setting the parameters and computing the results in the CAD tool.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Verification of the Analytical Model
Through scrutinizing the results of the developed analyt-
ical model and comparing them with COMSOL results,
the analytical model is verified. The FEM results are of an
excellent agreement with the analytical model, showing an
average error of 5.3%, 4.3% and 0.88% for Voc and Qsc and
C respectively due to FEM limitations. The analytical and
simulation results, Voc, Qsc and Capacitance are depicted
in Figures 7(a)–(c) respectively. Both the open circuit volt-
age and the short circuit charge exhibit a second order
filter response behavior. The results depict a maximum OC
voltage of ≈5 V, maximum SC charges of ≈45 pC and a
capacitance of value ≈9.2 pF that is almost constant.

4.2. Diagonal TENG Performance Optimization Using
Dielectric Materials

Regarding the study of the dielectrics’ effect on the per-
formance of diagonal TENG, Table III shows the tribo-
pairs used throughout this study with the maximum energy
stored in the system of each of them. For the geometry
used with the dimensions shown in Table I, the maxi-
mum stored energy is at an angle of 80 degrees for all
the materials, since the maximum angle is dependent on
the geometry only. According to this study, the tribo-pair
of Nylon and Kapton combination shows the best perfor-
mance of the harvester amongst the other pairs used in the
literature with a maximum energy of 0.40118 nJ.
For the part concerned with the best combination of �r

to be used even if not corresponding to a known material
yet but may be discovered in the future, Figure 8 shows
the average energy, according to the developed analytical
model, versus the two dielectric constants. Accordingly,
the system exhibits a maximum stored energy of 0.3875 nJ
at �r1 of 5 and �r2 of 5. However, this is inconsistent
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Fig. 7. COMSOL simulation results along with a comparison with analytical model: (a) Open circuit voltage Voc���, (b) short circuit charges Qsc���,
(c) total capacitance of the device.

with the triboelectrification phenomenon that requires two
different materials to be achieved and thus this combina-
tion can not be employed in the harvester. Therefore, the
maximum stored energy of the system with two different
dielectric constants is shown to be at 0.3866 nJ with the
dielectric constants of �r1 = 5 and �r2 = 4�9.

Regarding the performance of the diagonal mode TENG
in charging a capacitor, the output profile of the capacitor
stored energy for different dielectric materials with differ-
ent load capacitances ranging from 1 fF to 1 	F is depicted
in Figure 9. The Nylon and Kapton pair gives the best per-
formance compared to the other studied pairs with a max-
imum stored energy of 97.73 pJ at load capacitance equals
to 8.99 pF. The results show that at both high and low
load capacitances, the capacitor’s stored energy approaches
zero. This result is justified as when the load capacitance
(CL) is small, it exhibits very large impedance which is
similar to the open circuit case; however, it exhibits lim-
ited stored energy (approaches zero) due to the small CL.
On the opposite side, when CL is large, its impedance will
be very small that is equivalent to the short circuit case,
but it will also have limited stored energy due to the low
voltage applied to it. Furthermore, as depicted in Figure 9,
the maximum energy is stored in the capacitor when CL

equals to CTENG which is listed in Table IV for different
tribo-pairs and can be easily proved by Eq. (41).

Table III. Maximum energy stored in the system at different tribo-pairs.

Material Maximum energy (nJ)

Nylon-Kapton 0�40118
Nylon-PMMA 0�39544e
Nylon-PDMS 0�39112e
PMMA-Kapton 0�38611
PMMA-PDMS 0�37656
PMMA-polystyrene 0�37376
Nylon-PTFE 0�37260
PMMA-PTFE 0�35896
Polystyrene-polypropylene 0�35651

Fig. 8. Stored energy of diagonal TENG versus the two dielectric
constants.

4.3. Verilog-A Simulation Results
The accuracy of the developed analytical model was a
motivation for constructing a Verilog-A model to inves-
tigate the characteristics of the harvester under differ-
ent loading conditions. Two cases of simple resistive and
capacitive loads are investigated in Figures 10 and 11
respectively. The impact of the angle on the I and V is

Fig. 9. Profile of the capacitor stored energy for different dielectric
materials with different load capacitances.
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Table IV. Maximum energy stored on a load capacitor for different
tribo-pairs.

Material Maximum energy (pJ)

Nylon-Kapton 97.7
Nylon-PMMA 96.3
Nylon-PDMS 95.3
PMMA-Kapton 94.2
PMMA-PDMS 91.9
PMMA-polystyrene 91.2
Nylon-PTFE 90.9
PMMA-PTFE 87.7
Polystyrene-polypropylene 87.1

depicted in Figures 10, 11(a) and (b) at different resis-
tance and capacitance values, respectively. The parameters
used for conducting the simulations are shown in Table I.
Figure 10(a) indicates almost an overdamped second order
system response of the voltage against the angle � for
R=�, which is the case of open circuit voltage. VOC has
a peak value equals to ≈5 V at � = 90�. As the resistance
value decreases, the voltage response against � changes

Fig. 10. Verilog-A model of the proposed harvester: (a) I��� versus angle � at different resistor values. (b) V ��� versus angle � at different resistor
values. (c) Average delivered power to the load resistor.

with the voltage peak value receding and reaching zero
at R = 0, SC condition. On the other hand, the resistor’s
current shows exactly the opposite response as shown in
Figure 10(b). A maximum current of ≈193 pA is observed
at at R = 0, SC condition, for � = 0. As the resistance
value increase, the output current waveform changes its
behavior from an underdamped system into a overdamped
system at R = 100 G�, and eventually reaches 0 at the
OC conditions. Figure 10(c) shows the output power in
pW swept against resistor values, a peak power of 50 pW
is observed at R≈ 110 G�.
Figure 11(a) indicates an overdamped second order sys-

tem response similar to Figure 10, however for the capaci-
tance case the behavior is almost the same. The maximum
voltage value is found at � ≈ 65� and C = 100 fF, which
is the highest impedance since Zc = 1/sC, to be ≈4.5 V.
As for Figure 11(b), a maximum current of ≈194 pA
is observed at C = 1 	F. As � goes from 0 up to 90,
the current value decreases exponentially and eventually
reaches 0. Figure 11(c) shows the stored energy in the
capacitor in pJ swept against capacitor value, a peak stored
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Fig. 11. Verilog-A model of the proposed harvester: (a) I��� versus angle � at different capacitor values. (b) V ��� versus angle � at different capacitor
values. (c) Average delivered power to the load capacitor.

energy of 16 pJ is observed at C ≈ 9 pF. This actually
can be foreseen from Figure 7(c), as the device inher-
ited capacitance ≈9 pF and consequently the matched load
must be around the same value according to the maximum
power transfer theory. This is also can be proven by (41).

5. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a complete study for the diagonal
mode triboelectric nanogenerators based energy harvester.
Throughout this study, the first fully analytical model of
the diagonal mode of TENG harvester has been thoroughly
derived step by step. In addition a COMSOL model has
been developed for the harvester. To validate the accu-
racy of the results obtained from the developed analytical
model a comparison has been done with the FEM simu-
lation results. The error between the analytical results and
the practical results is less than 6%, which is considered
a very promising results compared to contact and sliding
mode and other configurations presented in the literature.
The results show that the maximum open circuit voltage
equals 5 V, and the short circuit charge equals 45 pC.

Based on the developed model, a performance optimiza-
tion study has been performed on the dielectric materials
used in the device. The study concluded that, the tribo-
pair of Nylon and Kapton manifests the best performance
of the harvester amongst the other pairs used in the lit-
erature with a maximum energy of 0.40118 nJ. Based on
the derived analytical model, a Verilog-A model has been
developed to allow incorporating the device into circuits
and assess its performance under different loading condi-
tions. Two cases of simple resistive and capacitive loads
are considered in this study. The results show that in case
of Rload the open circuit voltage, VOC, is equal to 5 V while
the short circuit current, ISC, is equal to 193 pA at � of 0.
Also, the peak power is equal to 50 pW for a load resis-
tance of 110 G�. As for Cload, VOC ≈4.5 V while ISC is
equal to 194 pA at theta of 0. Also, the peak power is
equal to 50 pW for a load capacitance of 9 pF. Finally, a
MATLAB based CAD tool has been developed to allow
rapid prototyping and testing of different device parame-
ters on the device performance. A future work to be done
is to test the device for more complex loads, derive more
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complex circuits and analyze the DC output of the device.
This shall help in specifying the best fit application for
such device.
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